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A randomized controlled trial to study the effect of gross 
myofascial release on mechanical neck pain referred to 
upper limb

Introduction

Neck pain (NP) is considered to occur insidiously[1] and is 
multifactorial in origin. It includes one or more of the following 
causes such as poor posture, anxiety, depression, neck strain, 
and sporting or occupational activities.[2,3] NP appears to be 
more persistent than low back pain, and it is second only to 
lumbar pain as the causal factor for time missed from work.[13] 
In one of the systematic reviews for the incidence of NP in 
populations around the world, the point prevalence was from 
5.9% to 38.7%. The incidence of NP is higher in women 
(15%) than men (9%). Women have the highest incidence at 
the age of 45 and men at the age of 60.[2] High prevalence of 
NP was reported in desk job workers. 1-year prevalence of 
NP and work-related NP was reported as 43.3% and 28.3%, 
respectively.[4]

Based on the duration of NP, the International Association 
for the Study of Pain proposed a classification as: Acute NP 

which usually lasts <7 days, subacute NP lasting for more 
than 7 days but <3 months, and chronic NP with the duration 
of 3 months or more.[5]

NP can be of two types: Specific NP and nonspecific or 
mechanical NP. Mechanical NP is defined as generalized 
NP provoked by sustained neck postures, neck movement, 
and pain on palpation of cervical musculature without 
pathologies. Movement of the neck feels restricted and moving 
the neck may make the pain worse. It develops in the neck and 
may spread to the shoulder, arm, or base of the skull.[6]

The mechanical NP may spread down to an arm and even into 
the fingers giving a sensation of “pins and needles” in part of 
an arm or hand, crunching sound when bending or turning the 
neck, stiff neck, restricted movement of the neck, and pain 
when moving the neck. This referred pain may be due to two 
factors. First, there is irritation of the nerve going to arm from 
the spinal cord in the neck.[7,8] Mechanical loading of the upper 
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Objective: Mechanical neck pain (NP) with referred pain to upper limb is a common 
problem and often leads to functional impairment of common activities of daily living. 
The present study is undertaken to study and compare the effect of gross myofascial 
release (MFR) of upper limb and neck alone with conventional physiotherapy against 
only conventional treatment in subjects with mechanical NP referred to upper limb in 
terms of cervical endurance, pain, range of motion, and function.

Methods: Design: This was a experimental study; a total of 40 subjects clinically 
diagnosed with mechanical NP along with referred pain between the age group of 20 
and 50 years. Intervention: Control group was given conventional treatment of hot 
moist pack, TENS, and stretching and strengthening exercise, and experimental group 
was given gross MFR of the neck and upper limb in addition to conventional therapy. 
Treatment was given for 6 consecutive days. Outcome measures used were pressure 
biofeedback to measure cervical endurance, goniometer for cervical ROM, Northwick 
Park NP questionnaire, and disabilities of arm, shoulder, and hand questionnaire.

Results: Statistically significant change was present for pain, cervical flexure 
endurance, ROM, and functional abilities with P < 0.05 for both the groups except 
for neck flexor endurance in control group.

Conclusion: Gross MFR of upper limb and neck is an effective technique for subjects 
with mechanical NP and has a faster rate of improvement.
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limbs may cause NP as a direct consequence of increasing the 
mechanical loading to the articular and ligamentous structures 
of the neck or by creating protective spasm.[9] This may result 
in pain, decreased range of motion, and functioning.[10] Second, 
the upper limb is further mechanically attached to the neck 
through the brachial plexus which extends from the neck into 
the upper limb. A survey which was done on mechanical NP 
patients found that 67% of patients presented with associated 
upper limb pain without neurological deficit.[11]

Assessment of mechanical NP with referred pain to upper limb 
is based mainly on clinical findings which include history, 
symptomatology, and objective assessment. It is done by 
assessing for pain, cervical range of motion, and functional 
disability along with special tests such as craniocervical 
flexion test, deep neck flexor endurance test, upper limb 
tension test, Spurling’s test, and distraction test. Clinically, 
the patients with non-specific NP report problems with upper 
limb function. Literature suggests that baseline NP/disability 
measured using Northwick park neck pain questionnaire (NPQ) 
and baseline upper limb disability which is measured using 
disability of the arm, shoulder, and hand (DASH) are both 
valid and reliable tools in measuring upper limb disability 
in non-specific NP.[12-17] Transcutaneous electrical nerve 
stimulation (TENS) is considered to be simple, non-invasive 
analgesic technique that is used extensively in health-care 
settings by physiotherapists.[18,19] To be of benefit, a stretching 
and strengthening exercise program should concentrate on 
the musculature of the cervical, shoulder-thoracic area, or 
both.[5,13,19-23]

One of the basic gross myofascial release (MFR) techniques 
involves gross stretch of the upper quarter called as the “arm 
pull technique” and gross stretch of posterior cervical spine. 
These techniques are over an advantage in reducing muscle 
soreness, relieving joint stress, decreasing neuromuscular 
hypertonicity, increasing extensibility of musculotendinous 
junction, improving neuromuscular efficiency, and correcting 
muscle imbalance along with the maintenance of normal 
functional muscular length.[24]

Gross MFR with upper quarter pull techniques has been 
assessed for its effectiveness in a previous study done on 
fascial release effects and proved to improve or restore normal 
tissue mobility and function and to decrease pain perception.[25] 
Another study was done using ultrasonography where gross 
MFR was given in chronic non-specific NP and was found to 
be effective.[26]

Two more studies were done, one on non-specific NP referred 
to upper limb and other on cervical radiculopathy using gross 
MFR with upper quarter pull technique.[18,27] The effects were 
assessed and concluded as an effective technique. However, 
both the studies were non-randomized clinical trials with small 
sample size and with no objective outcome measures.

Hence, the literature review suggests paucity in a high-quality 
controlled studies using gross MFR with upper quarter pull 
technique been used in mechanical NP patients with referred 
pain to upper limb. Hence, this study was undertaken with the 
aim to find the effect of gross MFR of upper limb and neck 
in subjects with mechanical NP along with referred pain to 
unilateral upper limb.

Methods

The study design was a double-blinded randomized 
controlled trial, where the assessor and the therapist 
were blinded to the groups. The study was conducted in 
Physiotherapy Outpatient Department of KLE Hospital, 
Belagavi, Karnataka, India, on local residents restricted to 
Belgaum city. The Ethical Committee approval was obtained 
from Institutional Ethical Review Committee, and written 
informed consents were also taken from all participants. All 
subjects clinically diagnosed with mechanical NP along with 
referred pain to unilateral upper limb were screened based 
on the following criteria.

Inclusion criteria
The following criteria were included in the study:
1. Subjects clinically diagnosed with mechanical NP along 

with referred pain to unilateral upper limb between the 
age group of 20 and 50 years of both genders.

2. Willingness to participate in the study.

Exclusion criteria
The following criteria were excluded from the study:
1. Specific causes of NP (conditions with neurological 

involvement such as myelopathy with weakness, 
numbness and sensory loss, cervical disc prolapse, and 
cervical spinal stenosis)

2. Previous neck and upper limb surgery.
3. History of cervical trauma (whiplash disorder), fractures, 

dislocations.
4. History of congenital torticollis.
5. Frequent migraine.
6. Carcinoma.
7. Pregnancy.

Sample size
The sample size was 40
SD of group A (S1) = 10.68
SD of group B (S2) = 9.97
Formula:

 2
1 /2 1

2

2s Z –   Z –
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where s = S1 + S2/2
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Z1 – α/2 = 1.96, Z1 – β = 0.842

Hence, n = 20 in each group, under 5% alpha error, 80% power, 
with d = 9.0540.

Before the commencement of the procedure, written 
informed consent was obtained from the subjects. The 
purpose of the study was explained following which 
demographic data were collected from the subjects. The 
setting where the subjects were recruited was physiotherapy 
OPD, tertiary health care setup, Belagavi, India. The 
assessment was done at the beginning (1st day) and at the 
end (6th day) of the protocol so as to find the significant 
changes. Subjects were randomly allotted to two groups 
using the envelope method.

Group A: Experimental group.
Group B: Control group.

Procedure
Step 1: A brief demographic data were noted from the subjects.
Step 2:  Pre- and post-assessment were done using four outcome 

measures: Cervical flexor endurance (CFE) score.[28] 
[Figure 1], cervical ROM, NPQ,[29] and DASH.[12,30]

Step 3:  Using envelope method, the subjects were segregated 
into two groups, i.e. Group A - experimental group and 
Group B - control group.

Step 4:  Control group: Hot moist pack (HMP) was applied 
for the duration of 20 min with patient in sitting and 
head rested on the forearm and table. It was followed 
by TENS for 15 min. Conventional TENS, rectangular 
waveform with pulse frequency of 10–200 Hz, pulse 
width 100–250 µs, and two electrodes given along 
the referred pain with the intensity as tolerated by 
the subject. Subjects were advised home program 
of stretching and strengthening exercises of cervical 
musculature which are stated below and ergonomic 
advice was given.

Stretching and strengthening exercise protocol 
[Figures 2 and 3]
Active ROM exercises
Subjects in sitting position actively performed neck rotations 
and side bending on both sides, forward bending, neck 
extension, and shoulder rolls. These were repeated 5 times.

Neck isometrics
In sitting position, subject performed an isometric push against 
the hand to strengthen the neck. Subject was told to hold the 
left palm against the left side of the head. Push the left hand 
against the head while also pushing your head toward your 
left hand at about half strength. Hold for 30 s. The same was 
repeated with the right hand on the right side of the head and 
using either hand, with the back of the head, and the forehead. 
This was repeated 5 times.

Neck retraction exercise
While lying faceup or sitting, bring the head straight back, 
without bending the neck. Hold for 10 s. Then, return to neutral. 
Repeat 10 times.

Neck stretches
Subject in sitting position is told to reach the right arm over 
the head so that palm is on top of the skull with fingers resting 

Figure 1: Measuring cervical flexor endurance

Figure 2: Stretching exercise-Home exercise protocol

Figure 3: Strengthening exercise-Home exercise protocol
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just above the left ear. Along with light fingertip pressure, the 
weight of the arm is allowed to gently bend the head toward 
the right shoulder with shoulders relaxed. Subject is looking 
forward. The position is held for 30 s. Then, the fingers are 
moved toward the back left corner of your skull, this time 
allow your head to bend forward and to the right, about 45° 
in front of your shoulder, and held for 30 s. Then, fingers are 
placed at the back of the skull and head is gently pulled straight 
forward, toward the chest, held for 30 s. Hands switched and 
the stretches are repeated in reverse order: Pull forward, then 
45° in front of the left shoulder, and directly over the left 
shoulder. This was repeated 5 times.

Experimental group
Subjects in the experimental group were given HMP on the 
neck region for 15 min after which they underwent a manual 
intervention of gross MFR technique for posterior cervical 
musculature[26] and gross stretch of upper quarter: Arm pull[26] 
for the duration of 10–15 min.

Gross stretch of posterior cervical musculature 
[Figure 4]
Both hands were placed at the base of the occiput and stretching 
up toward the top of the subject’s head. The thumbs were rested 
slightly on the lateral neck musculature. The other hand was 
over the upper thoracic spine. Gross stretch was performed by 
stretching upward at the base of the occiput and downward at 
the upper thoracic spine.

The initial traction should just counterbalance the weight of 
the subject’s head. Stretch was hold for 90 s until release and 
was stretched again by increasing traction. With each release, 
capital extension should increase. This release sequence was 
repeated until an end feel was reached.

Gross stretch of the upper quarter: Arm pull 
[Figure 5]
The arm pull is a straight plan stretch parallel to the floor. Arm 
was in a neutral position as the initial stretch was applied. With 
the subject in supine, therapist comfortably grasped the subject’s 
hand and kept his shoulders relaxed and moved toward the 
subject’s feet until the elbow was in full extension. Most of the 
weight was placed on the back foot, and therapist stood slightly 
backward to apply the initial stretch on the subject’s entire upper 
extremity. The line of stretch was parallel to the floor and down 
toward the subject’s feet in line with the deltoid fibers. Only 
enough traction was used to counterbalance the weight of the 
patient’s arm. Stretch was hold until the fibers were released, 
and then, stretch was given again by increasing traction. This 
sequence was repeated until an end feel was reached. The 
subject’s elbow must be in full extension during the arm pull.

Traction was maintained and forearm was rotated into 
supination until restriction was felt. Traction was maintained 

and stretched again by increasing supination. If full 
supination was not possible, subject’s forearm returned 
to neutral position and palm was stretched by placing one 
hand on thenar eminence and the other on hypothenar 
eminence. Subject’s arm was spread laterally until tightness 
or restriction was felt. This position was held, released, and 
stretched again.

Gross stretch of posterior cervical musculature 
[Figure 4] is prepended before gross stretch of 
upper quarter: Arm Pull [Figure 5]
Dosage
One session per day for 6 days for both the groups was 
delivered by an experienced physiotherapy practitioner. This 
was followed by TENS with a frequency ranging from 10 to 
200 Hz and pulse width 100–250 µs for a maximum duration 
of 20 min. During the therapy, the subject was instructed to lie 
in the supine position stay relaxed not sleep during procedure. 
The subjects were also instructed to report the therapist if any 
discomfort or pain was felt during the procedure.

Figure 4: (a-c) Gross stretch of posterior cervical musculature
c

b

a
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Consort Chart

Data analysis

The data of the study were statistically analyzed using SPSS 
software version 20.0. Statistical analysis was performed 
using independent t-test and dependent t-test. A significance 
level of P < 0.05 was used for all statistical analyses. All 
parameters for day 1 and day 6 scores followed a normal 
distribution. Therefore, the parametric tests were applied. 
The pre- and post-comparison within the group was done 
using dependent t-test and between the groups was done by 
independent t-test.

Results

A total of 40 patients were participated in this study. Table 1 
summarizes their general characteristics.

CFE score (mmHg)

There was a significant improvement in CFE for experimental 
group with P = 0.001 for within-group analysis, but there was 
no significant improvement for control group with P = 0.30 
[Tables 2 and 3]. Furthermore, for between-group analysis, 
there was no significant difference for pre-intervention score, 

while post-intervention score and the mean difference scores 
resulted in statistically significant values (P = 0.0005 and 
P = 0.0001) [Table 4].

ROM of cervical spine
Lateral flexion
For within-group analysis, there was significant improvement 
in lateral flexion range of motion for experimental 
group (P = 0.0001) [Table 2] and also for control group 
(P = 0.0355) [Table 3]. For between-group analysis, it 
showed a significant difference for pre-intervention score 
and mean difference scores (P = 0.004, P = 0.0005), while 
post-intervention scores were not statistically significant 
(P = 0.228) [Table 4].

Figure 5: (a-d) Gross stretch of upper quarter: Arm pull

d

c

b

a
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Rotation

For within-group analysis, significant improvement was present 
in rotation range for experimental group (P = 0.0001) [Table 2] 
and control group (P = 0.0028) [Table 3]. The between-group 
comparison for both the study groups did not show significant 
difference for pre-intervention score (P = 0.0528), while post-

intervention score and the mean difference score indicate 
statistically significant values (P = 0.0442 and P = 0.001) [Table 4].

DASH scores

For within-group analysis, there was a significant improvement 
in DASH scores for experimental group (P = 0.0001) [Table 2] 

Table 1: Demographic distribution of parameters in two study groups
Groups Age BMI Sex Hand dominance Side affected

Mean±SD Mean±SD Male Female Right Left Right Left

Experimental group 36.27±11.43 26.73±6.96 8 12 18 2 13 7

Control group 33.1±12.96 24.15±5.19 6 14 19 1 14 6

P 0.41 0.19 0.5 0.99 0.73
BMI: Body mass index, SD: Standard deviation

Table 2: Pre–post comparison for experimental group#
Parameters CFE (mmHg) Lateral flexion (degree) Rotation (degree) DASH score NPQ score

Pre mean±SD 22.78±2.29 32±6.69 48.94±10.96 57.78±12.54 28.83±6.61

Post mean±SD 28.44±2.01 47.39±10.73 66.61±12.23 32.72±6.42 15.06±3.26

Mean difference 5.67 15.11 17.67 25.06 13.78

t 13.01 7.84 8.0115 9.14 11.29

P 0.0001* 0.0001* 0.0001* 0.0001* 0.0001*
*P<0.005 #dependent t-test. CFE: Cervical flexor endurance, DASH: Disability of the arm, shoulder, and hand, NPQ: Northwick park neck pain questionnaire

Table 3: Pre–post comparison for control group#
Parameters CFE (mmHg) Lateral flexion (Degree) Rotation (Degree) DASH score NPQ score

Pre-interval (Mean±SD) 22.74±2.42 39.00±6.59 55.21±7.88 57.89±15.22 32.58±8.47

Post-internal *mean±SD) 23.79±4.76 43.32±9.45 59.58±7.93 44.95±14.49 24.16±9.17

Mean difference 1.05 4.32 4.37 12.95 8.42

t 1.05 2.27 3.456 9.68 7.2561

P 0.3043 0.0355* 0.0028* 0.0001* 0.0001*
*P<0.05 #dependent t-test. CFE: Cervical flexor endurance, DASH: Disability of the arm, shoulder, and hand, NPQ: Northwick park neck pain questionnaire

Table 4: Between-group comparison of experimental and control groups#
Parameters Interval Experimental group Control group P

CFE (mmHg) Pre Int 22.78±2.29 22.74±2.42 0.9582

Post Int 28.44±2.01 23.79±4.76 0.0005*

Difference 5.67±1.85 2.11±1.41 0.0001*

Lateral flexion (degree) Pre Int 32.28±6.69 39.00±6.59 0.004*

Post Int 47.39±10.73 43.32±9.45 0.228

Difference 15.72±8.98 4.53±8.67 0.0005*

Rotation (degree) Pre Int 48.94±10.96 55.21±7.88 0.0528

Post Int 66.61±12.23 59.58±7.93 0.0442*

Difference 17.56±9.53 4.42±5.51 0.001*

DASH scores Pre Int 57.78±12.54 57.89±15.22 0.9799

Post Int 32.72±6.42 44.95±14.49 0.0023*

Difference 25.39±11.31 12.95±5.83 0.0002*

NPQ scores Pre Int 28.83±6.61 32.58±8.4 0.1441

Post Int 15.06±3.26 24.16±9.17 0.0003*

Difference 14.06±5.03 8.32±5.02 0.0014*
*P<0.05 #independent t-test. Int: Intervention. CFE: Cervical flexor endurance, DASH: Disability of the arm, shoulder, and hand, NPQ: Northwick park neck pain questionnaire
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and control group (P = 0.0001) [Table 3]. The between-group 
comparison for both the study groups did not show a significant 
difference for pre-intervention score (P = 0.9799), while 
post-intervention score and the mean difference score showed 
statistically significant values (P = 0.0023 and P = 0.0002) 
[Table 4].

NPQ scores
Within-group analysis showed significant improvement in 
NPQ scores for experimental group (P = 0.0001) [Table 2] 
and control group (P = 0.0001) [Table 3]. The between-group 
comparison for both the study groups did not show significant 
difference for pre-intervention score (P = 0.1441), while post-
intervention score and the mean difference score revealed 
statistically significant values (P = 0.0003 and P = 0.0014) 
[Table 4].

Overall, the gross MFR of neck and quarter arm pull technique 
was more beneficial than the control group in terms of CFE, 
cervical ROM, NPQ, and DASH, although both the treatment 
groups proved to be effective in treating mechanical NP 
referred to unilateral upper limb except that the control group 
did not show any significant improvement in CFE.

Discussion

The present randomized controlled trial was done to study 
the effect of MFR of the upper limb and neck in subjects with 
mechanical NP with referred pain to unilateral upper limb.

The results from the statistical analysis of the present study 
support the alternate hypothesis that gross MFR of neck and 
quarter arm pull technique was more beneficial in experimental 
group, although both the treatment groups proved to be 
effective in treating mechanical NP referred to unilateral upper 
limb except that the control group did not show any significant 
improvement in CFE.

In the present study, the age of patient ranged from 20 to 
50 years with mean age of 30.2 ± 12.1 years indicating the 
occurrence of mechanical NP being predominant during second 
to third decade of life. Age group between 20 and 50 years was 
taken as an inclusion criteria as several prevalence studies have 
shown an increase in the occurrence of mechanical NP in the 
above-mentioned working age group.[18,31,32] High incidence 
was found in women (15%) than men (9%) for developing 
mechanical NP. According to BMI, the subjects in the present 
study fall in the category of borderline overweight for India, 
Asia population.[25]

The present study reveals that 90% of the subjects were right 
handed and around 67.5% of subjects had the same side 
affected, which infers that mechanical NP may give rise to 
referred pain mostly on the dominant side. The occurrence of 
pain referral more on the dominant side was probably related 

to their difficult work positions, repetitive precision-demanding 
handgrips, and overuse of dominant side.[33]

Mechanical NP leads to upper limb involvement due to a 
reduction in the use of upper limb and referred pain.[21,27] Upper 
limb and neck are mechanically connected, and movement of 
upper limb causes elongation of mechanical structures which 
in turn leads to pain, irritation of the nerve, decreased range 
of motion, and functional disability.[34,35]

The treatment protocols used in the control group and the 
experimental group both proved to be effective in improving 
cervical ROM, NPQ scores, and DASH scores. The initial 
treatment in the conventional therapy included modalities 
to relieve pain and spasm. Hence, the improvement in pain, 
ROM, and function was achieved prior than the improvement 
in the endurance scores.

In the experimental group, the MFR showed improvement in 
CFE at the end of 6-day protocol (P = 0.30), while the control 
group showed no improvement. The possible reasoning of 
failure to show improvement can be that the 6-day intervention 
period might not have been sufficient to show the changes in 
the endurance after treating with the conservative treatment. 
The stretching strengthening protocol given was as a home 
program and hence was not supervised. This might have led 
to the failure. This is in contrary with the previous research 
studies which have proved that strengthening exercise, with 
or without combination with other techniques, appears to be 
more beneficial to patients with chronic NP.[14,31]

In agreement with Chiu et al.,[19] conventional exercise therapy 
in the present study might have helped in improving ROM, 
pain reduction, and function in patients with mechanical NP.

The experimental group proved to be more beneficial in 
all terms in treating mechanical NP referred to upper limb. 
This can be attributed first because MFR is an approach that 
focuses on freeing restrictions of movement that originates 
in the soft tissues of the body. Second, by applying pressure 
and administering fascial release to areas of the body, this 
therapy aims to improve the health of fascia tissue. Fascia is 
a connective tissue along with tendons, ligaments, bone, and 
muscle. A slow gentle pressure allows the body’s tissue to 
reorganize, release physical restrictions, and release the body’s 
unconscious holding and bracing patterns. As this technique 
produces heat and increases blood flow which releases tension 
from fibrous band of connective tissue, it thus results in 
softening, elongating, and realigning the fascia and removing 
restrictions or blockages in the fascia.[29]

Gross MFR of the neck with arm pull technique is a form of 
indirect technique which is suggested for acute cases. A non-
randomized clinical trial with no control group determined 
the effect of Gross MFR on upper limb and neck in subjects 
with mechanical NP to reduce pain and improve functional 
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abilities.[18] The subjects showed a significant reduction in 
pain which was only subjective outcome measures, i.e., visual 
analog scale and improvement in functional activities according 
to NPQ and DASH with P < 0.001 in all domains proving its 
effectiveness in reducing mechanical NP and in improving 
functional abilities. The present study has both objective and 
subjective outcome measures and found results similar to the 
above study with statistical significance in all domains.

Another randomized controlled trial study found out the effect 
of MFR technique on chronic non-specific NP on 30 subjects. 
It concluded that MFR is one of the effective manual therapy 
techniques in reducing pain and disability and improving 
the isometric extension strength of neck in patients with 
non-specific chronic NP.[26] The MFR techniques used in this 
study included skin rolling, cross hand, compression, and 
combination techniques, which are completely different from 
the technique used in the present study which comprises of 
gross MFR of posterior cervical musculature and upper quarter 
arm pull technique and are done in more acute condition. 
Furthermore, the present study included larger number of 
subjects as compared to the above study.

Yet another study evaluated the effect of MFR with arm pull 
technique in decreasing neck disability (NDI) in patients 
with cervical radiculopathy and found that MFR with arm 
pull reduces the neck disability and hence helps the patients 
to return to their previous normal life and might be used as 
an effective treatment technique for the patients with cervical 
radiculopathy.[27] The technique used in the present study 
and the above study is the same and found to be effective in 
NP individuals with referred pain in the upper limb although 
the patient population differs. However, the population was 
cervical radiculopathy and the outcome measures used were 
subjective in comparison to the present study.

In the present study, experimental group which was treated 
with gross MFR of posterior cervical musculature and upper 
quarter arm pull technique showed more improvement in 
reducing pain, improving neck flexor endurance, range of 
motion, and functional abilities in subjects with mechanical 
NP referred to unilateral upper limb with gross MFR when 
compared to control group.

Limitations
This was a single-centric study and carry over or long-term 
follow-up effect was not monitored. Furthermore, the effect 
of only six sessions was assessed. If more number of sessions 
were included, the patients would get completely recovered. 
Acute and chronic cases based on the duration of symptoms 
were not separately categorized.

Scope of the study
Trigger point assessment and ultrasound screening can be 
assessed. Long-term outcomes can be investigated. Effect of 

gross MFR in acute and chronic cases can be studied separately. 
Number of sessions can be increased to 10–12 sessions.

Conclusion

The study concluded that the interventions given to each of 
the groups showed an improvement in terms of pain intensity, 
CFE, range of motion, and functional levels in the neck, except 
for CFE in control group which did not show significance.

Gross MFR of upper limb and neck showed significantly more 
improvement in terms of all outcome measures such as pain 
intensity, CFE, cervical range of motion, and functional outcomes.

Gross MFR of upper limb and neck showed improvement 
with early and lesser treatment sessions, i.e. only 5–6 sessions 
were enough.

Thus, the study suggests that gross MFR of upper limb can be 
implemented into rehabilitation protocols for the treatment of 
mechanical NP with referred pain to upper limb and should not 
be only seen as an adjunct or complementary therapy.
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